
307/8, 20-22 Davidson Street, Port Douglas

Join the Club - ‘The Beach Club’

There is a Select Club in Port Douglas, a Club that is looking for a new

member, a Club that is all about the perfect lifestyle, a Club of like-minded

Port Douglas lovers, a Club that provides great returns, It's the Port Douglas

Beach Club…

This apartment is a stand out - having its unique ‘Penthouse Position’ ideally

located with the lift almost arriving right at the entrance to your apartment,

as well as delivering you to the underground car-parking.

The fully self-contained apartment comes equipped with a full kitchen,

master bedroom and luxurious ensuite. The living area extends outside

onto a sizable private balcony with a leafy view north towards the village

centre. You will find the layout to be extremely functional having an

abundance of space throughout the living and entertaining area that is sure

to impress

Being a dual key apartment means that there is a stunning Spa Suite on the

adjacent side. This side of the apartment boasts a full king-size bedroom

suite, ensuite and balcony with an outdoor spa and table and chairs offering

a great treetop aspect.

The clubs pool awaits and is quite spectacular being over fifty metres long
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featuring a tropical swim-up bar off the restaurant, sandy beach with day

beds and sun lounges, creating an abundant atmosphere that you will not

want to leave.

Being part of the Beach Club Port Douglas offers countless benefits to its

lucky members... For an introduction to explore the luxurious inclusions and

or to arrange your private viewing please contact Callum Jones 0437 981

195 callum@theagentportdouglas.com
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